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SOLID CONTROLLABILITY IN FLUID DYNAMICS
ANDREY A. AGRACHEV
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Abstrat. We survey results of reent ativity towards studying on-
trollability and aessibility issues for equations of dynamis of inom-
pressible uids ontrolled by low-dimensional or, degenerate, foring.
New results onerning ontrollability of Navier-Stokes/Euler systems
on two-dimensional sphere and on a generi two-dimensional domain
are represented.
Keywords: inompressible uid, 2D Euler system, 2D Navier-Stokes
system, ontrollability
AMS Subjet Classi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1. Introdution
We survey results of reent ativity aimed at studying ontrollability and
aessibility properties of Navier-Stokes systems (NS systems) ontrolled by
low-dimensional (degenerate) foring. This hoie of ontrol is harateristi
feature of our problem setting. The orresponding equations are
∂u/∂t+∇uu+ gradp = ν∆u+ F (t, x),(1)
divu = 0.(2)
The words "degenerate foring" mean that F (t, x) an be represented as:
F (t, x) =
∑
k∈K1
vk(t)F
k(x), K1 is nite.
The word "ontrolled" means that the funtions vk(t), t ∈ [0, T ] entering the
foring an be hosen freely among measurable essentially bounded funtions.
In fat any funtional spae, whih is dense in L1[0, T ] would t.
The domains treated here inlude 2-dimensional (ompat) Riemannian
manifolds M homeomorphi to either sphere, torus or dis. The latter ase
inludes a retangle and 2D simply onneted domain M with analyti
boundary ∂M . We impose so alled Lions boundary ondition, whenever
boundary is nonempty.
Our approah stems from geometri ontrol theory, whih is essentially
based on dierential geometry and Lie theory; geometri ontrol approah
proved its eetiveness in studying ontrolled dynamis in nite dimensions.
We would like to report on some ideas of how suh methods an be extended
onto the area of innite-dimensional dynamis and of ontrolled PDE. Ex-
tensions of the geometri ontrol theory onto innite-dimensional ase are
1
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almost unknown. Classial Lie tehniques are not well adapted for innite-
dimensional ase, and several analyti problems are enountered.
In this ontribution we onentrate almost exlusively on geometri and
Lie algebrai ideas of the aomplished work. For details on analyti part
we refer interested readers to the publiations [7, 6, 26, 24, 25, 28, 29℄.
Appliations of geometri theory to the study of ontrollability of nite-
dimensional systems is well established subjet, although many problems
still remain unsolved. Starting point of the ativity aimed at ontrolling NS
systems by degenerate foring was study ([14, 4, 6, 27℄) of aessibility and
ontrollability of their nite-dimensional Galerkin approximations on T
2
and
T
2
(periodi boundary onditions). This question being settled, one should
note, that ontrollability of nite-dimensional Galerkin approximations of
NS systems on many other domains remains an open problem; answers for
generi analyti 2D domains follow from results of Setion 10.
Study of innite-dimensional ase started in [5, 6, 7℄, where we dealt with
2D NS/Euler system on 2D torus T
2
. In those publiations notions of solid
ontrollability in projetions and of approximate ontrollability have been
introdued and suient riteria for them have been established.
To arrive to suh riteria the tehnique of so-alled Lie extensions in in-
nite dimensions has been suggested. In the ontext of our problem this
tehnique an be loosely interpreted as designing the propagation to higher
modes of the energy pumped by ontrolled foring into lower modes.
The ontrol funtions involved are fast-osillating and analyti part of
the study onsists of establishing ontinuity properties of solutions of NS
systems with respet to so alled relaxation metri of foring. The latter
metri is weaker than the lassial metris and is adapted for dealing with
fast osillating funtions.
An extension of the above mentioned tehniques tehniques onto the ase
of NS system, subjet to Lions boundary onditions on a retangle, has
been aomplished by S.Rodrigues ([24℄). In the ourse of this study both
geometri and analyti part needed to be adjusted: Lie extensions turn more
intriate and ontinuity properties need to be reproved. These results are
surveyed in Setion 8.
An additional analyti eort (perturbation tehniques) is needed for es-
tablishing ontrollability riteria for NS system on smoothened retangular;
this is desribed in Setion 9.
A new approah is suggested for establishing ontrollability on a generi
2D domain (Setion 10).
Finally study of Lie algebrai properties of spherial harmonis results in
ontrollability riterion for NS/Euler system on 2D sphere (Setion 11).
The results appearing in Setions 9-11 have not been previously published.
An interesting extension of the above desribed methods onto the ase of
NS system on 3D torus has been aomplished by A.Shirikyan in [28, 29℄.
The geometri part of his study oinides essentially with the one of [6℄ and
of [27℄, but additional analyti diulties in the 3D ase are numerous. We
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do not survey these results for the sake of remaining more geometri in spirit
and avoiding new notation. Interested readers should onsult [28, 29℄.
There was an extensive study of ontrollability of the Navier-Stokes and
Euler equations in partiular by means of boundary ontrol. There are var-
ious results on exat loal ontrollability of 2D and 3D Navier-Stokes equa-
tions obtained by A.Fursikov, O.Imanuilov, global exat ontrollability for
2D Euler equation obtained by J.-M. Coron, global exat ontrollability for
2D Navier-Stokes equation by A.V. Fursikov and J.-M. Coron. The read-
ers may turn to the book [15℄ and to the surveys [16℄ and [11℄ for further
referenes.
The authors are grateful to S.Rodrigues for useful omments and help
during preparation of this ontribution.
2. 2D NS/Euler system ontrolled by degenerate foring.
Definitions and problem setting
2.1. NS/Euler system on 2D Riemannian manifold. Representation
of NS/Euler system in the form (1)-(2) requires interpretation, whenever
one onsiders the system on 2D domain M with arbitrary Riemannian met-
ri. There is a general way of representing NS/Euler systems on any n-
dimensional Riemannian manifold (see e.g. [10℄), but we prefer to remain
in 2 dimensions and to advane with some elementary vetor analysis in the
2D Riemannian ase.
We onsider smooth (or analyti) 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold M
(with or without boundary), endowed with Riemannian metri (·, ·) and
with area 2-form σ. All funtions, vetor elds, forms, we deal with, will be
smooth.
Any vetor eld y onM an be paired with two dierential 1-forms dened
as:
y 7→ y♭ : 〈y♭, ξ〉 = (y, ξ)
y 7→ y♯ : 〈y♯, ξ〉 = σ(y, ξ),(3)
for eah vetor eld ξ. Obviously 〈y♯, y〉 = σ(y, y) = 0.
Note that for any 1-form λ there holds:
(4) λ ∧ y♯ = 〈λ, y〉σ.
To prove (4) it sues to ompare the values of 2-forms λ∧y♯ and 〈λ, y〉σ on
any pair of linearly independent vetors. Evidently (4) is valid if y (and y♯)
vanishes. If y 6= 0, we take a pair y, z, whih is linearly independent. Then
(λ ∧ y♯)(y, z) =
∣∣∣∣ 〈λ, y〉 〈y♯, y〉〈λ, z〉 〈y♯, z〉
∣∣∣∣ = 〈λ, y〉σ(y, z).
Now we dene the vortiity url and the divergene div of a vetor eld
via the dierentials dy♭, dy♯. These latter are 2-forms; we put
dy♭ = (urly)σ, dy♯ = (divy)σ,
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or by abuse of notation:
(5) (urly) = dy♭/σ, (divy) = dy♯/σ.
The gradient gradϕ of a funtion ϕ is the vetor eld paired with dϕ
metrially: (gradϕ)♭ = dϕ.
As in the Eulidean ase the vortiity of gradient vetor eld vanishes:
url(gradϕ) = d(gradϕ)♭/σ = d(dϕ)/σ = 0.
While in 3D ase operator url transforms vetor elds into vetor elds,
in the 2D ase it transforms vetor elds into salar funtions (atually in
a omponent of vetor eld direted along additional third dimension). We
will dene the vortiity operator url on funtions. The result of its ation
on a funtion φ is a vetor eld urlφ, whih satises the relation:
〈λ, urlφ〉σ = (dφ ∧ λ),
for eah 1-form λ. By virtue of (4) and due to the nondegeneray of paring
y 7→ y♯ we onlude:
(6) (urlφ)♯ = −dφ.
As in the Eulidean ase the divergene of vortiity of a funtion vanishes:
(7) div(urlφ) = d(urlφ)♯/σ = −d(dφ)/σ = 0.
Coming bak to the equation (2) we note that the ondition divu = 0 an
be written down as
(8) du♯ = 0.
If M is simply onneted we onlude that u♯ must be a dierential: u♯ =
−dψ, where ψ is so alled stream funtion. By virtue of (6)
urlψ = u.
For non simply onneted domains we impose a ondition whih guarantees
the exatness; in the next subsetion we omment on it.
Given the sympleti struture on M dened by σ and (·, ·) we see that u
is Hamiltonian vetor eld orresponding to the Hamiltonian −ψ: u = −
−→
ψ .
The nonlinear term ∇uu in the right-hand side of (1) orresponds to o-
variant derivative of the Riemannian (metri torsion-free) onnetion on M .
Finally we dene the Laplae-Beltrami operator ∆ as
∆ = url2.
In Hodge theory (see [10℄) this operator transforms p-forms into p-forms; in
our notation ∆ transforms vetor elds into vetor elds and funtions into
funtions.
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2.2. Helmholtz form of 2D NS sytem. To arrive to the Helmholtz form
of the NS system (1)-(2), we apply the operator url to both parts of (1).
As a result we get for the vortiity urlu = w the equation
(9) ∂w/∂t + url(∇uu) = ν∆w + f(t, x),
where f(t, x) = urlF (t, x).
One should note that the vortiity of gradp vanishes and that the operator
url ommutes with ∆ = url2 .
To alulate url(∇uu) aording to the formula (5)we rst ompute the
1-form (∇uu)
♭
, adapting the argument of [10, IV.1.D℄.
Let y be a vetor eld whih ommutes with u: the Lie-Poisson braket
[u, y] = 0. Then
(10) 〈(∇uu)
♭, y〉 = (∇uu, y) = Lu(u, y)− (u,∇uy).
(Here and below Lu denotes Lie derivative. Note that for the ovariant
derivative of metri onnetion there holds: Lu(u, y) = (∇uu, y)+(u,∇uy).)
Sine the onnetion is torsion-free and [u, y] = 0, then ∇uy−∇yu = 0, and
the right-hand side of (10) an be represented as
Lu〈u
♭, y〉 − (u,∇yu) = Lu〈u
♭, y〉 −
1
2
〈d(u, u), y〉.
Besides Lu〈u
♭, y〉 = 〈Luu
♭, y〉, as long as Luy = [u, y] = 0, and we obtain
〈(∇uu)
♭, y〉 = 〈Luu
♭, y〉 −
1
2
〈d(u, u), y〉.
As far as one an nd vetor eld y, whih ommutes with u and has any
presribed value at a given point, we onlude: (∇uu)
♭ = Luu
♭ − 12d(u, u).
Using the denition of url (5) we get
url(∇uu) = d((∇uu)
♭)/σ = dLuu
♭/σ = Ludu
♭/σ = Lu(wσ)/σ = Luw.
Hene url(∇uu) = Luw.
For u being Hamiltonian vetor eld with the Hamiltonian −ψ there holds
∇uw = −{ψ,w}, where {·, ·} is Poisson braket of funtions.
The Helmholtz form of the Navier-Stokes equation (f. [10℄) reads
∂w
∂t
− {ψ,w} − ν∆w = f(t, x).
Note that w = urlu = url2ψ = ∆ψ.
The Lions ondition written in terms of the vortiity w and the stream
funtion ψ reads:
(11) ψ
∣∣
∂M
= w
∣∣
∂M
= 0.
If the boundary ∂M of M is smooth, then the Hamiltonian vetor eld
u = −
−→
ψ is tangent to ∂M .
Given the vortiity w and the boundary onditions (11), one an reover
in a unique way the veloity eld u, whih orresponds to an exat 1-form
u♯. The orresponding formula is u = urlψ, where ψ is the unique solution
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of the Dirihlet problem ∆ψ = w under boundary ondition (11). Indeed
suh u is divergene free and its vortiity equals w by the denition of ∆.
The NS system an be written as
(12)
∂w
∂t
− {∆−1w,w} − ν∆w = f(t, x).
This last equation looks universal: in fat its dependene on the domain
is enoded in the properties of the Laplaian ∆ on this domain. It is well
explained in [8, 10℄ that the Euler equation for uid motion is innite-
dimensional analogy of Euler equation for rotation of (multidimensional)
rigid body, and the Laplaian in (12) plays role of tensor of inertia of rotat-
ing rigid body.
2.2.1. Stream funtion on at torus. Let us onsider the at torus T
2
, en-
dowed with standard Riemannian metri and with area form σ, both inher-
ited from overing of T
2
by the Eulidean plane. Let ϕ1, ϕ2 be the 'eulidean'
oordinates on T
2
. We proeed in the spae of veloities u with vanishing
spae average:
∫
T2
udσ = 0 (due to atness we may think that all the velo-
ities belong to the same linear spae).
To establish exatness of the losed 1-form u♯ (involved in (8)) it sues
to prove that its integral along a generator of a torus vanishes. By Stokes
theorem the integrals of the losed form u♯ along any two homologous paths
have the same value.
Taking u = (u1, u2) we get u
♯ = −u2dϕ1 + u1dϕ2. Integrating u
♯
along a
loop Γ : ϕ1 = α, we obtain the value of the integral
∫
Γ u
♯ =
∫ 2π
0 u1dϕ2 =
c(α), whih by the aforesaid is onstant: c(α) ≡ c. Integrating it with
respet to ϕ1 we onlude 2πc =
∫ 2π
0 u1dϕ2dϕ1 =
∫
T2
u1dσ = 0. Hene∫
Γ u
♯ = c = 0. The same holds for the loops Γ′ : ϕ2 = onst.
2.3. Controllability: denitions. In what follows we reason in terms of
so alled modes whih are the eigenfuntions φk(x) of the Laplae-Beltrami
operator ∆ dened in the spae of vortiities w: ∆φk(x) = λkφ
k(x).
Representing w, f in (12) as a series w(t, x) =
∑
k qk(t)φ
k(x), f(t, x) =∑
k vk(t)φ
k(x) with respet to the basis of eigenfuntions one an write the
NS system as an innite system of ODE on the oeients qk(t). Assume
{φi(x), φj(x)} =
∑
k
Cijk φ
k(x).
Then the equation (12) an be written down 'in oordinate form' as
(13) q˙k −
∑
i,j
Cijk λ
−1
i qiqj − νλkqk = vk(t).
Typially we will onsider the ontrolled foring, whih is applied to few
modes φk(x), k ∈ K1, K1 - nite. Then in the system (13) the ontrols enter
only the equations indexed by k ∈ K1, while for k 6∈ K1, vk = 0.
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Introdue another nite set Ko of observed modes. We will always assume
Ko ⊃ K1. We identify the spae of observed modes with RN and denote by
Πo the operator of projetion of solutions onto the spae of observed modes
span{φk| k ∈ K
o}. The oordinates orresponding to the observed modes
are reunited in observed omponent qo.
Galerkin Ko-approximation of the 2D NS/Euler system is the equation
(ODE) for qo(t), obtained by projeting the 2D NS system onto the spae
of observed modes and putting all the omponents qk(t), k 6∈ K
o
zero. The
resulting equation is
(14)
∂qo
∂t
−Πo{∆−1qo, qo} − ν∆qo = f(t, x).
As far as Ko ⊃ K1, i.e. ontrolled foring f only aets part of observed
modes, then Πof(t, x) = f(t, x).
In oordinate form passing to Galerkin approximation means omitting the
equations (13) for variables qk with k 6∈ K
o
and taking these qk equal 0 in
the resting equations.
We say that a ontrol f(t, x) steers the system (12) (or (14)) from ϕ˜ to
ϕˆ in time T , if for equation (12) fored by f the solution with the initial
ondition ϕ˜ at t = 0 takes 'value' ϕˆ at t = T .
The rst notion of ontrollability under study is ontrollability of Galerkin
approximation.
Denition 2.1 (ontrollability of Galerkin approximation). Galerkin Ko-
approximation of 2D NS/Euler systems is time-T globally ontrollable if for
any two points q˜, qˆ in RN , there exists a ontrol whih steers in time T this
Galerkin approximation from q˜ to qˆ. 
This is purely nite-dimensional notion. The next notion regards nite-
dimensional omponent of solutions, but takes into aount omplete innite-
dimensional dynamis. Let us introdue some terminology.
Denition 2.2 (attainable sets of NS systems). Attainable set Aϕ˜ of the
NS/Euler system (12) is the set of points in H2(M) attained from ϕ˜ by
means of essentially bounded measurable ontrols in any positive time. For
eah T > 0 time-T (time-≤ T ) attainable set ATϕ˜ (A
≤T
ϕ˜ ) of the NS/Euler
system is the set of points attained from ϕ˜ by means of essentially bounded
measurable ontrols in time T (in time ≤ T ). Attainable set Aϕ˜ =
⋃
T A
T
ϕ˜ . 
Denition 2.3. The NS/Euler system is time-T globally ontrollable in pro-
jetion onto L if for eah ϕ˜ the image ΠL
(
ATϕ˜
)
oinides with L.
Denition 2.4. The NS/Euler system is time-T L2-approximately ontrol-
lable if ATϕ˜ is L2-dense in H
2. 
Let us introdue the notion of aessibility in projetion.
Denition 2.5. (aessibility in nite-dimensional projetion) Let L be a
nite-dimensional subspae of H2(M) and Π
L
be L2-orthogonal projetion of
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H2(M) onto L. The NS/Euler system is time-T aessible in projetion on
L if for any ϕ˜ ∈ H2(M) the image Π
L
(
ATϕ˜
)
ontains interior points in L. 
Now we will introdue notion of solid ontrollability.
Denition 2.6. Fix initial ondition ϕ˜ ∈ H2(M) for trajetories of the
ontrolled 2D NS/Euler system. Let v(·) ∈ L∞ ([0, T ];R
r) be the ontrolled
foring and wt be the orresponding trajetory of the NS system.
If NS/Euler system is onsidered on an interval [0, T ] (T < +∞), then the
map ET : v(·) 7→ wT is alled end-point map; the map Π
o ◦ F/T T is alled
end-point omponent map, the omposition ΠL ◦ F/T T is alled L-projeted
end-point map. 
Denition 2.7. Let Φ :M1 7→ M2 be a ontinuous map between two metri
spaes, and S ⊆ M2 be any subset. We say that Φ overs S solidly, if
S ⊆ Φ(M1) and this inlusion is stable with respet to C0-small perturbations
of Φ, i.e. for some C0-neighborhood Ω of Φ and for eah map Ψ ∈ Ω, there
holds: S ⊆ Ψ(M1). 
Denition 2.8. (solid ontrollability in nite-dimensional projetion) The
2D NS/Euler system is time-T solidly globally ontrollable in projetion on
nite-dimensional subspae L ⊂ H2(M), if for any bounded set S in L there
exists a set of ontrols BS suh that
(
ΠL ◦ F/T T
)
(BS) overs S solidly. 
2.4. Problem setting. In this ontribution we will disuss the following
questions.
• Under what onditions the 2D NS/Euler system is globally ontrol-
lable in observed omponent? 
• Under what onditions the 2D NS/Euler system is solidly ontrollable
in a nite-dimensional projetion? 
• Under what onditions the 2D NS/Euler system is aessible in a
nite-dimensional projetion? 
• Under what onditions the 2D NS/Euler system is L2-approximately
ontrollable? 
As we explained above the geometry of ontrollability is enoded in spe-
tral properties of the Laplaian ∆ and therefore on the geometry of the do-
main on whih the ontrolled NS system evolves. Below we provide answers
for partiular types of domains.
3. Geometri ontrol: aessibility and ontrollability via
Lie brakets
In this setion we ollet some results of geometri ontrol theory regarding
aessibility and ontrollability of nite-dimensional real-analyti ontrol-
ane systems of the form
(15) x˙ = f0(x) +
r∑
i=1
f i(x)vi(t), x(0) = x
0, vi(t) ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , r.
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Geometri approah is oordinate-free, so that it is adapted for dealing with
dynamis on manifolds, but we will assume that the system (15) is dened
on a nite-dimensional linear spae R
N
in order to maintain parallelism with
NS systems, whih evolve in Hilbert spaes.
We use standard notation Pt = e
tf
for the ow orresponding to a vetor
eld f .
3.1. Orbits, Lie rank aessibility. Let v(·) ∈ L∞ ([0, T ];R
r) be admis-
sible ontrols and x(t) be orresponding trajetories of the system x˙ =
f0(x) +
∑r
i=1 f
i(x)vi(t) with initial point x(0) = x
0
. We again introdue
the end-point map ET : v(·) 7→ xv(T ); here xv(·) is the trajetory of (15)
orresponding to the ontrol v(·).
For eah T > 0 time-T (time-≤ T ) attainable set ATx0 from x
0
of the sys-
tem (15) is the image of the set L∞ ([0, T ];R
r) under the map ET , or, equiv-
alently, the set of points x(T ) attained in time T from x0 by means of ad-
missible ontrols. The time-≤ T attainable set from x0 is A≤T
x0
⋃
t∈[0,T ]A
t
x0 .
Attainable set from x0 of the system (15) is Ax0 =
⋃
T≥0A
T
x0 . 
Important notions of geometri ontrol theory are orbits of ontrol system.
Denition 3.1 (orbits and zero-time orbits of ontrol systems). An orbit of
the ontrol system (15) passing through x0 is the set of points obtained from
x0 under the ation of (the group of) dieomorphisms of the form et1f
u1
◦· · ·◦
etNf
uN
, where tj ∈ R, j = 1, . . . , N, and f
uj = f0+
∑r
i=1 f
i(x)uji is the right-
hand side of (15) orresponding to onstant ontrol uj = (uj1, . . . , u
j
r) ∈ Rr.
Zero-time orbit is the subset of the orbit, resulting from the ation of these
dieomorphisms subjet to ondition
∑
j tj = 0. 
If we onsider 'symmetrization' of the system (15),
x˙ = f0(x)v0 +
r∑
i=1
f i(x)vi(t), x(0) = x
0, v0 ∈ R, vi(t) ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , r,
then the orbit of (15) an be interpreted as the attainable set from x0 of this
symmetrization orresponding to appliation of pieewise-onstant ontrols.
The famous Nagano theorem relates properties of the orbits and Lie al-
gebrai properties of the system. It laims that the orbit and the zero-time
orbit of an analyti system (15) are immersed manifolds of R
N
, and tangent
spaes to these orbits an be alulated via Lie brakets of the vetor elds
{f0, . . . , fm}.
Denition 3.2 (Lie rank and zero-time Lie rank). Take the Lie algebra
Lie{f0, . . . , fm} generated by {f0, . . . , fm} and evaluate vetor elds from
Lie{f0, . . . , fm} at a point x; the dimension of the resulting linear spae
Liex{f
0, . . . , fm} is Lie rank of the system {f0, . . . , fm} at x.
Take the Lie ideal generated by span{f1, . . . , fm} in Lie{f0, . . . , fm} and
evaluate vetor elds from it at x; the dimension of the resulting linear spae
Lie
0
x{f
0, . . . , fm}, is zero-time Lie rank at x of the system {f0, . . . , fm}. 
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These two Lie ranks either are equal or dier by 1.
The Nagano theorem laims that in analyti ase Liex{f
0, . . . , fm} and
Lie
0
x{f
0, . . . , fm} are tangent spaes at eah point x of the orbit and zero-
time orbit respetively.
Aessibility properties of analyti ontrol system (15) are determined by
its Lie ranks. Reall that the system is alled aessible if its attainable set
Ax0 has nonempty interior and is strongly aessible if ∀T > 0 attainable
sets ATx0 have nonempty interior. The following fat holds.
Theorem 3.3 (Jurdjevi-Sussmann (Cω ase),Krener (C∞ ase)). If the Lie
rank of the system of vetor elds {f0, . . . , f r} at x0 equals n, then ∀T > 0
the interior of the attainable set A≤T
x0
is nonvoid. Besides A≤T
x0
possesses
the interior whih is dense in it. If zero-time Lie rank at x0 equals n, then
∀T > 0 the interior of the attainable set ATx0 is nonvoid and this interior is
dense in ATx0 . 
See [20, 2℄ for the proof.
Let L be a linear subspae of RN and ΠL be a projetion of RN onto L.
A ontrol system (15) is aessible (strongly aessible) from x in projetion
on L if the image ΠLAx0 (Π
LATx0) ontains interior points in L (for eah
T > 0).
One easily derives from the previous theorem a riterion for aessibility
in projetion.
Theorem 3.4. If ΠL maps Liex{f
0, . . . , fm} (respetively Lie0x{f
0, . . . , fm})
onto L, then ontrol system (15) is aessible (respetively strongly aessible)
at x in projetion on L. 
Proof. The proofs of the two statements are similar; we sketh the proof
of the rst one. Consider the orbit of the system (15) passing through
x0. The tangent spae to the orbit at eah of its points x oinides with
Liex{f
0, . . . , fm}.
By Theorem 3.3 the attainable set of the system possesses relative interior
with respet to the orbit. Moreover there are interior points xint ∈ Ax0
arbitrarily lose to x0 so that ΠL maps Liexint{f
0, . . . , fm} onto L. Then
suiently small neighborhoods of xint in the orbit are ontained in Ax0 and
are mapped by ΠL onto a subset of L with nonempty interior. 
3.2. Lie extensions and ontrollability. Controllability is stronger and
muh more deliate property than aessibility. To verify it it does not sue
in general to ompute the Lie rank whih aounts for all the Lie brakets.
Instead one should selet 'good Lie brakets' avoiding 'bad Lie brakets' or
'obstrutions'.
To have a general idea of what good and bad Lie brakets an be like let
us onsider the following elementary example.
Example 1.
x˙1 = v, x˙2 = x
2
1.
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This is 2-dimensional ontrol-ane system (15) with f0 = x21∂/∂x2, f
1 =
∂/∂x1. The Lie rank of this system equals 2 at eah point, the system is
aessible but unontrollable from eah point xˆ = (xˆ1, xˆ2) given the fat that
we an not ahieve points with x2 < xˆ2. One an prove that the attainable
set Axˆ oinides with the half-plane x2 > xˆ2 with added point xˆ. One sees
that that it is possible to move freely (bidiretionally) along good vetor eld
f1, while along bad Lie braket [f1[f1, f0]] = 2∂/∂x2 we an move only in
one diretion.
Good Lie brakets form Lie extension of a ontrol system.
Denition 3.5. The family F ′ of real analyti vetor elds is:
i) an extension of F if F ′ ⊃ F and the losures of the attainable sets
AF(x˜) and AF ′(x˜) oinide;
ii) time-T extension of F if F ′ ⊃ F and ∀T > 0 the losures of the time-T
attainable sets ATF (x˜) and A
T
F ′(x˜) oinide;
iii) xed-time extension if it is time-T extension ∀T > 0.
The vetor elds from F ′ \ F are alled i) ompatible, ii) ompatible in
time T , iii) ompatible in a xed time with F in the ases i), ii) and iii)
orrespondingly. 
The inlusions AF(x˜) ⊂ AF ′(x˜), A
T
F(x˜) ⊂ A
T
F ′(x˜) are obvious. Less
obvious is the following Proposition (see [2℄).
Proposition 3.6. If an extension F ′ of an analyti system F is globally
ontrollable, then F ′ also is. 
Remark 3.1. When talking about time-T extensions one an onsider also
extensions by time-variant vetor elds Xt, t ∈ [0, T ]. We will say that vetor
eld Xt is time-T ompatible with F if it drives the system in time T from
x˜ to the losure of ATF (x˜). 
Our idea is to proeed with a series of extensions of a ontrol system
in order to arrive to extended system for whih the ontrollability an be
veried and then apply Proposition 3.6.
Obviously the Denition 3.5 is nononstrutive. In what follows we will
use three partiular types of extensions.
The rst natural type is based on possibility of taking topologial losure
of a set of vetor elds, maintaining losures of attainable sets.
Proposition 3.7. (see [20, Ch. 3, 2, Th.5℄) Topologial (with respet to
C∞ onvergene on ompat sets) losure cl(F) of F is Lie extension. 
The seond method underlies the theory of relaxed (or sliding mode) on-
trols started [18, 17℄, whih provided an extension of pioneering ontributions
by L.C.Young [30℄ and E.J. MShane [23℄ onto the eld of optimal ontrol
theory. To introdue it we onsider a family of so-alled relaxation seminorms
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‖ · ‖s,K of time-variant vetor elds Xt, t ∈ [0, T ]:
(16) ‖X·‖
rx
s,K = max
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣∣∣∣∣
t∫
0
‖Xτ‖s,Kdτ
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
with K being a ompat in RN , s ≥ 0 being an integer and ‖Xτ‖s,K being
a Ck-norm on the ompat K. The family of relaxation seminorms dene
relaxation (C∞) topology (metris) in the set of time-variant vetor elds.
Proposition 3.8 (see [18, 2℄). Let a sequene of time-variant vetor elds
Xjt onverge to Xt in the relaxation metris and let these vetor elds have
ompat supports. Then the ows of the vetor elds Xjt onverge to the ow
of the vetor eld Xt. 
As a orollary of this result one an prove
Proposition 3.9. For the systems
oF =
{
m∑
i=1
βifi, fi ∈ F , βi ∈ C
ω(RN ), βi ≥ 0,
m∑
i=1
βi ≡ 1, i = 1, . . . ,m
}
,
and F the losures of their time-T attainable sets oinide. 
Proof of this result and of its modiations an be found in [2, Chapter
8℄, [20, Chapter 3℄,[18, Chapters II,III ℄.
The next type of extension, we will use, relies upon Lie brakets. It
appeared in our earlier work on ontrollability of Euler equation for rigid
body in [3℄ and was named there redution of a ontrol-ane system. Here we
present a partiular version adapted to our problem. Repeated appliation
of this extension settles ontrollability issue for nite-dimensional Galerkin
approximations of NS systems.
Proposition 3.10. Consider ontrol-ane analyti system
(17) x˙ = f0(x) + f1(x)vˆ1 + f
2(x)vˆ2.
Let
(18) [f1, f2] = 0, [f1, [f1, f0]] = 0.
Then the system
x˙ = f0(x) + f1(x)v˜1 + f
2(x)v˜2 + [f
1, [f2, f0]]v12,
is xed-time Lie extension of (17). 
Sketh of the proof. Take Lipshitzian funtions v1(t), v2(t), (v1(0) =
v2(0) = 0) and hange in (17) vˆ1, vˆ2 to ε
−1v˙1(t) + v˜1 and εv˙2(t) + v˜2 respe-
tively. We arrive to the equation
(19) x˙ = f0(x) + f1(x)v˜1 + f
2(x)v˜2 +
(
ε−1f1v˙1(t) + εf
2v˙2(t)
)
.
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Applying the 'redution formula' from [3℄ or alternatively 'variation of
onstants' formula of hronologial alulus ([1℄) one an represent the ow
of (19) as a omposition of the ow P˜t of the equation
(20) y˙ = eadf
1(y)ε−1v1(t)+adf2εv2(t)f0(y) + f1(x)v˜1 + f
2(x)v˜2.
and the ow
(21) Pt = e
f1ε−1v1(t)+f2εv2(t).
For the validity of this deomposition the equality [f1, f2] = 0 is important.
In (20) eadf is exponential of the operator adf : e
adf =
∑∞
j=0(adf )
j/j!.
The operator adf is determined by the vetor eld f and ats on vetor elds
as: adfg = [f, g], [f, g] being the Lie braket of f and g.
By rst of the relations (18) operators adf1 and adf2 ommute and by the
seond of these relations any iterated Lie braket of the form (adf i1 ) ◦ · · · ◦
(adf im )f
0
, with ij = 1, 2, vanishes whenever it ontains adf1 at least twie.
Taking the expansion of the operator exponential in (20) and using these
fats we get
1
y˙ = f0(y) + f1(x)v˜1 + f
2(x)v˜2 +(22)
+ε−1[f1, f0](x)v1(t) + [f
1, [f2, f0]](x)v1(t)v2(t) +O(ε),
To obtain the ow of (19) we need to ompose the ow of (22) with the
ow (21). For any xed T one an get PT = Id by hoosing v1(·), v2(·) suh
that v1(T ) = v2(T ) = 0.
From now on we deal with the xed T and the ow of the equation (22).
Let us hange in (22) vj(t) to vj(t) = 2
1/2 sin(t/ε2)v¯j(t), with v¯j(t) being
funtions of bounded variation j = 1, 2. The relaxation seminorms of the
time-variant vetor eld ε−1[f1, f0](x)21/2 sin(t/ε2)v¯1(t) in the right-hand
side of (22) are O(ε) as ε→ +0. Also in the right-hand side of (22)
[f1, [f2, f0]](x)2 sin2(t/ε2)v¯1(t)v¯2(t) =
= [f1, [f2, f0]](x)v¯1(t)v¯2(t)− [f
1, [f2, f0]](x) cos(2t/ε2)v¯1(t)v¯2(t).
The relaxation seminorms of the addend [f1, [f2, f0]](x) cos(2t/ε2)v¯1(t)v¯2(t)
are O(ε2) as ε→ +0.
Hene the right-hand sides of the equation (22) with the ontrols vj(t) =
21/2 sin(t/ε2)v¯j(t), j = 1, 2, onverge in relaxation metri to the vetor eld
f0(y) + f1(x)v˜1 + f
2(x)v˜2 + [f
1, [f2, f0]](x)v¯1(t)v¯2(t)
as ε → 0. We an onsider the produt v¯1(t)v¯2(t) as a new ontrol v12 and
invoke the Proposition 3.8. 
1
The time-variant vetor eld abbreviated by O(ε) in (22) equals
εφ(εadv2(t)f2)adv2(t)f2f
0 + ε2ad2v2(t)f2ϕ(εadv2(t)f2)[f
1
, f
0],
where φ(z) = z−1(ez − 1), ϕ(z) = z−2(ez − 1− z).
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4. Braket omputation in finite and infinite dimensions;
ontrolling along "prinipal axes"
In this setion we adjust the statement of the Proposition 3.8 for studying
ontrollability of the systems (12) and (14).
From viewpoint of geometri ontrol the Galerkin approximation (14) of
NS/Euler system is partiular type of ontrol-ane system (15). Its state
spae is nite-dimensional and is generated by a nite number of eigenfun-
tions of the Laplae-Beltrami operator ∆ or modes.
The dynamis of this ontrol system is determined by quadrati drift ve-
tor eld
f0o = Π
o{∆−1qo, qo}+ ν∆qo
and by ontrolled foring
∑r
i=1 f
i(x)ui, where f
i
are onstant (qo-indepen-
dent) ontrolled vetor elds.
Start with omputation of the partiular Lie brakets, whih are involved
in the formulation of the Proposition 3.8. For two onstant vetor elds
f1, f2 there holds
[f i, f0o ] = Π
o
(
{f i,∆−1w}+ {w,∆−1f i}
)
+ ν∆f i, i = 1, 2;
[f1, [f2, f0o ]] = Π
o
(
{f2,∆−1f1}+ {f1,∆−1f2}
)
,
[f1, [f1, f0o ]] = 2Π
o{f1,∆−1f1}.
This omputation is nite-dimensional but the same holds true if one
onsiders onstant vetor elds ating in innite-dimensional Hilbert spae.
Taking 'drift' vetor eld of the equation (12) in innite dimensions
f0 = {∆−1q, q}+ ν∆q.
we onlude with
Lemma 4.1. For two onstant vetor elds f1, f2 there holds
[f i, f0] = {f i,∆−1w}+ {w,∆−1f i}+ ν∆f i, i = 1, 2;
[f1, [f1, f0]] = 2{f1,∆−1f1},
(23) B(f1, f2) = [f1, [f2, f0]] = {f2,∆−1f1}+ {f1,∆−1f2}. 
Let us see what is needed for the assumptions of the Proposition 3.10 to
hold. As long as f1, f2 are onstant and hene ommuting, all we need is
(24) [f1, [f1, f0]] = {f1,∆−1f1} = 0.
In terms of Euler equation for ideal uid
∂w
∂t
− {∆−1w,w} = 0.
this means that f1 orresponds to its steady motion. In partiular eigenfun-
tions of the Laplae-Beltrami operator ∆ orrespond to steady motions and
satisfy (24). In what follows these eigenfuntions will be used as ontrolled
diretions.
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Eigenfuntions of the Laplaian are analogous to prinipal axes of a (mul-
tidimensional) rigid body.
By Proposition 3.10 given two onstant ontrolled vetor elds one of
whih orresponds to a steady motion we an extend our ontrol system by
new ontrolled vetor eld (23) whih is again onstant.
Our method onsists of iterating this proedure. The algebrai/geometri
diulties, whih arise on this way, onsist of srutinizing the newly obtained
ontrolled diretions. In partiular we want to know whether at eah step
we obtain a proper extension. This will be illustrated in the further Setions
whih deal with partiular 2D domains.
Another (analyti) diulty arises when we pass from nite-dimensional
approximations to ontrolled PDE. For these latter the skethed above proof
of the Proposition 3.10 is not valid anymore (for example one an not speak
about ows). We have to reprove statement of the Proposition in eah par-
tiular situation. The main idea will be still based on using fast osillat-
ing ontrol and relaxation metri. The analyti diulties are in proving
ontinuity of foring/trajetory map with respet to suh metri. We will
provide a brief omment in the next Setion; the readers an nd details in
[6, 7, 24, 25℄.
5. Controllability and aessibility of Galerkin
approximations of NS/Euler system on T
2
Here we survey results on aessibility and ontrollability of Galerkin ap-
proximations of 2D NS/Euler system on T
2
.
5.1. Aessibility of Galerkin approximations. The result of the om-
putation (23) in the periodi ase is easy to visualize when the onstant
ontrolled vetor elds whih orrespond to the eigenfuntions of Laplaian
∆ on T2, are written as omplex exponentials.
For two dierent omplex eigenfuntions f1 = eik·x, f2 = eiℓ·x of the
Laplaian ∆ on T2, where x ∈ R2, k, ℓ ∈ Z2, the Poisson braket in (23)
equals
(25) B
(
eik·x, eiℓ·x
)
= (k ∧ ℓ)(|k|−2 − |ℓ|−2)ei(k+ℓ)·x,
i.e. again orresponds to an eigenfuntion of ∆, provided that |k| 6= |ℓ|, k ∧
ℓ 6= 0. The onlusion is that given two pairs of omplex exponentials
e±ik·x, e±iℓ·x as ontrolled vetor elds we an extend them by ontrolled
vetor elds ei(±k±ℓ)·x.
Iterating the omputation of the Lie-Poisson brakets (23) and obtaining
new diretions we end up with (nite or innite) set of funtions, whih
ontains e±ik·x, e±iℓ·x and is invariant with respet to the bilinear operation
B(·, ·).
Therefore in the ase of T
2
starting with ontrolled vetor elds, whih
orrespond to the eigenfuntions eik·x, k ∈ Z2, of the Laplaian, the whole
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omputation of Lie extensions 'an be modeled' on the integer lattie Z
2
of
"mode indies" k.
Atually one has to operate with real eigenfuntions of the Laplaian on
T
2
, i.e. with the funtions of the form cos(k · x), sin(k · x). Also in this ase
omputation of iterated Lie-Poisson brakets (23) an be modelled on Z
2
and the addition formulae are similar to those for the omplex ase.
We formulate now braket generating riterion.
Proposition 5.1 (braket generating property). If
(26) |k| 6= |ℓ|, |k ∧ ℓ| = 1,
then:
i) invariant with respet to B set of funtions, whih ontains omplex
funtions e±ik·x, e±iℓ·x, ontains all the eigenfuntions eim·x, m ∈ Z2 \ 0;
ii) invariant with respet to B set of real funtions, whih ontains
cos(k · x), sin(k · x), cos(ℓ · x), sin(ℓ · x),
ontains all the eigenfuntions cos(m · x), sin(m · x), m ∈ Z2 \ 0. 
Braket generating property for Galerkin approximation of 2D NS sys-
tem under periodi boundary onditions has been established by W.E and
J.Mathingly in [14℄. The following result from [14℄ is an immediate onse-
quene of the previous Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 3.3.
Corollary 5.2 (aessibility by means of 4 ontrols). For any subset M ⊂
Z
2
there exists a larger set M′ ⊇ M suh that Galerkin M′-approximation
ontrolled by the foring
(27) cos(k · x)vk(t) + sin(k · x)wk(t) + cos(ℓ · x)vℓ(t) + sin(ℓ · x)wℓ(t),
with k, ℓ satisfying (26), is strongly aessible. 
Here 4 ontrols vk(t), wk(t), vℓ(t), wℓ(t) are used for providing strong a-
essibility, but atually it an be ahieved by a smaller number of ontrols.
Example (aessibility by means of 2 ontrols) Consider foring
(28) gv(t) + g¯v¯(t), g = cos(k · x) + cos(ℓ · x), g¯ = sin(k · x)− sin(ℓ · x).
Appliation of ontrolled foring (27) results in 4 independent ontrols, eah
one vk(t), wk(t), vℓ(t), wℓ(t) entering one and only one of the equations (13).
Under the ation of (28) eah of ontrols v, v¯ is applied simultaneously to a
pair of equations (13).
Assume |k| 6= |ℓ|, k ∧ ℓ 6= 0. We ompute the bilinear form (23).
B(g, g) = (−|ℓ|−2 + |k|−2){cos(k · x), cos(ℓ · x)}
Up to a salar multiplier B(g, g) equals
(−|ℓ|−2 + |k|−2) sin(k · x) sin(ℓ · x) =
= (k ∧ ℓ)(−|ℓ|−2 + |k|−2) (cos((k − ℓ) · x)− cos((k + ℓ) · x)) .
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Similarly up to a salar multiplier B(g¯, g¯) equals
(k ∧ ℓ)(−|ℓ|−2 + |k|−2) (cos((k − ℓ) · x) + cos((k + ℓ) · x)) ;
The span of B(g, g),B(g¯, g¯) oinides with the span of
g01 = cos((k − ℓ) · x), g21 = cos((k + ℓ) · x).
The diretion
g¯01 = sin((k − ℓ) · x)
is obtained from omputation of B(g, g¯).
Choose k = (1, 1), ℓ = (1, 0); then m = k + ℓ = (2, 1), n = k − ℓ = (0, 1).
Computing new diretions B(g01, g¯),B(g¯01, g) we note that due to the
equality |n| = |ℓ| they oinide with B(g01, sin(k · x)),B(g¯01, cos(k · x)) re-
spetively, and their span oinide with the span of funtions
g¯12 = sin((k + n) · x)), g¯10 = sin((k − n) · x)) = sin(ℓ · x))
Similarly span of the diretions
B(g01, g),B(g¯01, g¯)
oinides with the span of funtions
g12 = cos((k + n) · x)), g10 = cos((k − n) · x) = cos(ℓ · x).
Then g − g10 = cos(k · x), g¯ − g¯10 = sin(k · x).
These two funtions together with the funtions g01, g¯01 form a quadruple,
whih satises the assumptions of the Corollary 5.2. Hene our system is
aessible by means of 2 ontrols. 
Remark 5.1. It is plausible that strong aessibility of Galerkin approxima-
tion an be ahieved by one ontrol. 
5.2. Controllability of Galerkin approximations. What regards on-
trollability, then in general braket generating property is not suient for
it. One has to selet Lie brakets, whih lead to Lie extensions, meanwhile
in the previous example {g,∆−1g}, {g¯,∆−1g¯} a priori do not orrespond to
Lie extensions.
Even in the nite-dimensional ase one needs a stronger result of Proposi-
tion 3.10 to prove ontrollability property for the Galerkin approximations.
This has been aomplished in [4, 27℄ in D and 3D ases.
Theorem 5.3. Let k, ℓ satisfy (26). For any subset M ⊂ Z2 there exists a
larger set M′ suh that Galerkin M′-approximation ontrolled by the foring
cos(k · x)vk(t) + sin(k · x)wk(t) + cos(ℓ · x)vℓ(t) + sin(ℓ · x)wℓ(t),
is globally ontrollable. 
The proof of this ontrollability result onsists of iterated appliation of
Lie extension desribed in the Proposition 3.10. At eah step we extend
the system by new ontrolled vetor elds whih aording to fkl0) and (25)
orrespond to fm±ℓ = cos((m± ℓ) · x), f¯m±ℓ = sin((m± ℓ) · x).
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At the end of the iterated proedure we arrive to the system with extended
set of ontrols - one for eah observed mode. This latter system evidently
would be ontrollable.
An important ase when ontrollability of Galerkin approximation is im-
plied by braket generating property regards 2D Euler equation for inom-
pressible ideal uid (ν = 0).
Indeed in this ase the drift (zero ontrol) dynamis is Hamiltonian and
it evolves on a ompat energy level. By Liouville and Poinare theorems
Poisson-stable points of this dynamis are dense and one an apply Lobry-
Bonnard theorem ([2, 20℄to establish
Theorem 5.4. For ν = 0 the Galerkin approximation of the 2D Euler system
ontrolled is globally ontrollable by means of the foring (28). 
We trust that in the ase of ideal uid the ontrollability of Galerkin
approximation of 2D Euler system an be ahieved by salar ontrol.
6. Steady state ontrolled diretions: abstrat
ontrollability result for NS system
We an not apply Proposition 3.10 to innite dimensions diretly. Still
the main idea of adding new ontrolled diretions is valid for NS systems.
Now we want to formulate an abstrat ontrollability riterion, based on
Lie extensions and on the omputation of Lemma 4.1. This riterion will
be employed in forthoming Setions for establishing ontrollability of NS
system on various 2D domains.
Theorem 6.1 (ontrollability of NS systen via saturation of ontrols). Let
span{f1, . . . , f r} = S = D1
be a nite dimensional spae of ontrolled diretions. Assume f1, . . . f r to
be steady motions of Euler equation (24). For eah pair of linear subspaes
L1,L2 onsider the span of the image B(L1,L2) of the bilinear map (23).
Dene suessively
Dj+1 = Dj + spanB(Sj,Dj), j = 1, 2, . . .
where Sj ⊆ Dj is a linear subspae spanned by steady motions. If
⋃
j D
j
is dense in the Sobolev spae H2(M), then the NS system is ontrollable in
nite-dimensional projetions and L2-approximately ontrollable. 
As far as D1 onsists of steady motions then Dj+1 ⊇ Dj+ spanB(D1,Dj).
Introdue the sequene of spaes
(29) Dj+11 = D
j
1 + spanB(D
1,Dj1).
Evidently Dj1 ⊆ D
j
and density of
⋃
j D
j
1 in H
2(M) guarantees ontrollabil-
ity.
Let for fs ∈ D
1, Dfs = B(fs, ·):
Dfs = {∆
−1·, fs}+ {∆
−1fs, ·}.
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The iterated omputations (29) orrespond to iterated appliations of the
operators Dfs to f
1, . . . f r and taking linear span.
Corollary 6.2. Let F be the minimal ommon invariant linear subspae
of the operators Df1 , . . . ,Dfl whih ontains f1, . . . , fk. If F is everywhere
dense in L2(M), then the system is L2-approximately ontrollable and solidly
ontrollable in nite dimensional projetions. 
7. Navier-Stokes and Euler System on T
2
In this Setion we formulate results regarding ontrollability in nite-
dimensional projetions and L2-approximate ontrollability on T
2
. Namely
we desribe sets of ontrolled diretions whih satisfy riterion provided by
Theorem 6.1.
We take the basis of omplex eigenfuntions
(
eik·x
)
of the Laplaian on
T
2
and take the Fourier expansion of the vortiity w(t, x) =
∑
k qk(t)e
ik·x
and ontrol v(t, x) =
∑
k∈K1 vk(t)e
ik·x
; here k ∈ Z2. As far as w and f are
real-valued, we have q¯n = q−n, v¯n = v−n. We assume v0 = 0 and q0 = 0.
Using the omputation (25) we write the innite system of ODE (13) as
(30) q˙k =
∑
m+n=k,|m|<|n|
(m ∧ n)(|m|−2 − |n|−2)qmqn − |k|
2qk + vˆk(t).
The ontrols vk are nonvanishing only in the equations for the variables
qk indexed by symmetri set K
1 ⊂ Z2 \ {0}. For k 6∈ K1 the dynamis is
(31) q˙k =
∑
m+n=k,|m|<|n|
(m ∧ n)(|m|−2 − |n|−2)qmqn − |k|
2qk, k 6∈ K
1.
There is a symmetri set of observed modes Ko ⊃ K1, whih we want
to steer to some preassigned values. In the only interesting ase where K1
is proper subset of Ko, the equations indexed by k ∈ Ko \ K1 are of the
form (31). They do not ontain ontrols and need to be ontrolled via state
variables.
We give a hint of how this an be done; it is an innite-dimensional version
of Proposition 3.10 for NS system on T
2
.
Let r, s ∈ K1, r ∧ s 6= 0, |r| < |s|, and k = r + s 6∈ K1. The equations for
qr, qs ontains ontrols vˆr, vˆs, while the equation for qk does not.
Take Lipshitzian funtions vr(t), vs(t), (vr(0) = vs(0) = 0) and substitute
vˆr, vˆs in the equations for qr, qs by ε
−1v˙r(t) + v˜r and εv˙s(t) + v˜s. We obtain
the equations
q˙r =
∑
m+n=r,|m|<|n|
(m ∧ n)(|m|−2 − |n|−2)qmqn − |r|
2qr + ε
−1v˙r(t) + v˜r;
q˙s =
∑
m+n=s,|m|<|n|
(m ∧ n)(|m|−2 − |n|−2)qmqn − |s|
2qs + εv˙s(t) + v˜s.
Introdue variables q∗r = qr−ε
−1vr(t), q
∗
s = qs−εvs(t). Assuming vr(T ) =
vs(T ) = 0 we onlude qr(T ) = q
∗
r(T ), qs(T ) = q
∗
s(T ).
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Let us rewrite the innite system of ODE (30)-(31) via q∗r , q
∗
s in plae of
qr, qs. The right-hand side of the equation for qk = qr+s gains the addend
(r ∧ s)(|r|−2 − |s|−2)(q∗r + ε
−1vr(t))(q
∗
s + εvs(t))
and we see that the ontrols vr, vs enter this equation via produt vr(t)vs(t).
Same vr, vs enter this and all other equations linearly.
Substitute vj(t) for j = r, s by vj(t) = 2
1/2 sin(t/ε2)v¯j(t) with v¯j(t) having
bounded variations. Then the right-hand side of the equation for qk will gain
the produt
2 sin2(t/ε2)v¯r(t)v¯s(t) = (1− 2 cos(2t/ε
2))v¯r(t)v¯s(t).
If ε→ +0 this produt tends to v¯r(t)v¯s(t) in relaxation metri. In all other
equations v¯r(t) and v¯s(t) enter linearly and are multiplied by fast osillating
funtions. Therefore the orresponding terms tend to 0 in relaxation metri.
Therefore one an pass (as ε → 0) to a limit system whih now ontains
'new' ontrol v¯rs = v¯r(t)v¯s(t) in the equation for qk = qr+s. (This ontrol
orresponds to the ontrol v12 from the Proposition 3.10).
A diult analyti part is justiation of this passage to the limit. It is
aomplished in [6, 7℄ for T
2
and in [24, 25℄ for retangular and other kinds
of regular 2D domains. We refer interested readers to these publiations.
Note that the new ontrolled diretion orresponds to omplex exponential
whih is an eigenfuntion of the Laplaian on T
2
. Hene we an model Lie
extensions and formulate ontrollability results in terms of indies k ∈ Z2 of
ontrolled modes.
Dene a sequene of sets Kj ⊂ Z2 iteratively as follows:
j = 2, . . . ,(32)
Kj = Kj−1
⋃
{m+ n| m,n ∈ Kj−1
∧
‖m‖ 6= ‖n‖
∧
m ∧ n 6= 0}.
Denition 7.1. A nite set K1 ⊂ Z2 \ {0} of foring modes is alled satu-
rating if
⋃∞
j=1K
j = Z2 \ {0}, where Kj are dened by (32). 
Theorem 7.2. (ontrollability in nite-dimensional projetion) Let K1 be a
saturating set of ontrolled foring modes and L be any nite-dimensional
subspae of H2(T2). Then for any T > 0 the NS/Euler system on T2 is
time-T solidly ontrollable in nite-dimensional projetions and time-T L2-
approximately ontrollable. 
As we see the saturating property is ruial for ontrollability. In [7℄ the
following haraterization of this property has been established.
Theorem 7.3. For a symmetri nite set K1 = {m1, . . . ,ms} ⊂ Z2 the
following properties are equivalent:
i) K1 is saturating;
ii) the greatest ommon divisor of the numbers dij = m
i ∧ mj, i, j ∈
{1, . . . , s} equals 1 and there exist mα,mβ ∈ K1, whih are not ollinear and
have dierent lengths. 
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Corollary 7.4. The set K1 = {(1, 0), (−1, 0), (1, 1), (−1,−1)} ⊂ Z2 is sat-
urating. Solid ontrollability in any nite-dimensional projetion and L2-
approximately ontrollability an be ahieved by foring 4 modes. 
8. Controllability of 2D NS system on a retangular domain
The study of ontrollability in nite-dimensional projetions and of L2-
approximate ontrollability on a retangular domain has been aomplished
by S.Rodrigues in [24, 25℄. The main idea is similar to the one employed for
the periodi ase, but the omputations are more intriate. The reason is
twofold: i) the algebrai properties of the bilinear operation alulated for
the eigenfuntions of the Laplaian are more omplex, and ii) one needs to
are about boundary onditions.
For a veloity eld u on a retangular R with sides of lengths a, b (a 6= b)
we assume Lions boundary onditions to hold. In terms of the vortiity w
they an be written as (11).
The (vortiity) eigenfuntions φk of the Laplaian are
(33) φk = sin
(π
a
k1x1
)
sin
(π
b
k2x2
)
, (k = (k1, k2) ∈ Z
2.
To nd extending ontrolled diretion one needs to pik two eigenfuntions
f1 = φk, f2 = φℓ, k, ℓ ∈ Z2 and to proeed with the omputation (23). This
results in a linear ombination of at most 4 eigenfuntions W s.
Then again one an follow Lie extensions on two-dimensional lattie Z
2
of Fourier exponents k = (k1, k2). If the ontrolled modes are indexed by
k ∈ K1 = {(k1, k2)| 1 ≤ k1, k2 ≤ 3, k 6= (3, 3)}, then one an verify that after
m Lie extensions the set of extended ontrolled diretions will ontain all the
modes (k1, k2) with k1, k2 ≤ m+ 3 with the exeption of (m+ 3,m+ 3).
This leads to the following ontrollability result.
Theorem 8.1 (ontrollability on retangular domain). Let 8 ontrolled di-
retions orrespond to the funtions (33) with k ∈ {(k1, k2)| 1 ≤ k1, k2 ≤
3, k 6= (3, 3)}.Then the NS system dened on the retangular domain un-
der Lions boundary ondition is ontrollable in nite-dimensional projetions
and L2-approximately ontrollable. 
Remark 8.1. In the previous Theorem the ontrollability in projetions and
approximate ontrollability are guaranteed by 8 ontrolled diretions. 
9. Controllability in finite-dimensional projetion of 2D
NS/Euler system on a smoothened retangular domain
We are going to prove that the established above ontrollability of NS sys-
tem on a retangular domain persists if one slightly perturbs the retangular
and in partiular smoothens it.
To simplify the presentation we assume the retangular R to have dimen-
sions a, b with a/b irrational. The irrationality of a/b guarantees that the
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eigenvalues of the Laplaian on R are simple. Let A(0; 0), B(0; b), C(a; b),
D(0; a) be the verties of the retangular.
Consider parameterized quadruples of points
Aε(ε; ε), B(ε; b − ε), C(a− ε; b− ε),D(ε; a − ε).
Construt ε-irumferenes entered at these points and round o the or-
ners of R by the quarters of these irumferenes. We obtain smoothened
retangular Rε.
The following results on ontinuous dependene of eigenvalues and eigen-
funtions of the Laplaian on the domain holds (see e.g. [12, Vol. I,Ch.VI℄):
for eah N hoosing ε > 0 suiently small one an maintain rst N eigen-
values λεj of ∆ on Rε simple; besides the eigenspae whih orresponds to
j-th eigenvalue λεj of ∆ on Rε onverges to the respetive eigenspae of ∆
on R as well as λεj → λj , as ε→ 0.
Some more tehnial problems arise from the fat that due to boundary
onditions the evolution spae of NS system depends on the boundary and
one has to take this dependene into aount.
Theorem 9.1 (solid ontrollability on smoothened retangular domain).
Consider NS system on retangular domain R = [0, a] × [0, b] (b/a - irra-
tional) ontrolled along diretions whih orrespond to the eigenfuntions
(34) sin
(π
a
k1x1
)
sin
(π
b
k2x2
)
, | ≤ k1, k2 ≤ 3, k 6= (3, 3)}.
Let Rε be the desribed above perturbations of the retangle R. Choose for
eah ε > 0 eigenfuntions of the Laplaian on Rε (and respetive ontrolled
diretions whih are perturbations of the funtions (34). Then for any nite-
dimensional spae L there exists εL > 0 suh that ∀ε ∈ (0, εL] the NS system
on the perturbed retangle Rε ontrolled by these diretions is ontrollable in
projetion on L. 
Remark 9.1. Further on there is a need to deal with domains with analyti
boundary. It is evident that one an slightly perturb the smoothened retangles
Rε to obtain domains with analyti boundaries (also denoted byRε) for whih
the laim of the previous Theorem still holds. 
10. Controllability on a generi 2D domain homeomorphi to
a dis
In this setion we onsider NS system on a 2D domain M under bound-
ary onditions (11). We manage to prove that for a generi domain (exat
meaning of generiity will be speied in a moment) one an hoose 8 on-
trolled diretions (orresponding to eigenfuntions of the Laplaian ∆ on
M) whih guarantee ontrollability in nite-dimensional projetions and L2-
approximate ontrollability.
In what follows we assumeM to have analyti boundary, to be homeomor-
phi to a dis and to be endowed with Eulidean metri. Given another suh
domain D one an map M on D analytially (Riemann mapping theorem).
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The indued Riemannian metri on D an be represented (see [13, Vol. 1,
11-13℄ for an elementary aount) in onformal form as:
(35) µ = ea(x1,x2)(dx21 + dx
2
2).
Its urvature omputed as K = (1/2)e−a(x1 ,x2)(∂2a/∂x21 + ∂
2a/∂x22) must
vanish, i.e.
(36) ∂2a/∂x21 + ∂
2a/∂x22 = 0.
On the ontrary if D possesses Riemannian metri µ of form (35), whih
satises (36), then D an be isometrially and analytially mapped onto a
2D domain M ′ with Eulidean metri.
Therefore instead of speaking of various 2D domains we will speak about
various metris (35) satisfying (36) on a given domain.
From now on D will be hosen from set of analytially smoothened retan-
gulars for whih ontrollability has been established in the previous setion.
Let R0 = Rε0 ; assume that R0 is endowed with a metri (35), for whih (36)
holds. Generi domain in R
2
orresponds to a generi metri (35) on R0 or
equivalently to a generi funtion a(x1, x2) satisfying (36).
Reall that for the metri (35) the Laplaian ∆u is alulated as
(37) ∆u = e−a(x1,x2)(∂2u/∂x21 + ∂
2u/∂x22).
Assume that f1, . . . , fl are eigenfuntions of this Laplaian: ∆
−1fs =
λ−1s fs, s = 1, . . . , l.
Abstrat ontrollability riterion formulated as Corollary 6.2 laims that
it sues to verify that the iterated appliations of Dfs = {∆
−1·, fs} +
{∆−1fs, ·} to fj result in a dense subset of H
2(M).
Theorem 10.1. For a residual subset of Riemannian diss M with analyti
boundaries there exist 8 eigenfuntions (modes) f1, . . . , f8 of the Laplae-
Beltrami operator ∆ on M suh that the NS system on M is ontrollable in
nite-dimensional projetions and L2-approximately ontrollable by means of
(ontrolled) foring applied to the modes f1, . . . , f8. 
We all a subset of topologial spae T residual if it ontains an interse-
tion of ountable family of open dense subsets of T .
Sketh of the proof:
For establishing the two types of ontrollability it sues to establish
ontrollability in projetion on any nite-dimensional oordinate subspae
L (see [7, 6℄. Controllability in projetion on xed oordinate subspae L
amounts to veriation of nonnullity of some determinant, denoted DetL,
whih is alulated via eigenfuntions f1, . . . , f8 of ∆ and via their iterated
Poisson brakets (Corollary 6.2).
For the domains Rε onstruted in the previous Setion and endowed with
Eulidean metri this determinant DetL is nonvanishing, provided that ε > 0
is suiently small (say ε ∈ (0, ε0]).
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Taking any domain M with analyti boundary and Eulidean metri we
establish its isometry to Rε0 provided with metri µ1 = e
a(x1,x2)(dx21 + dx
2
2)
whih satises (36).
Consider a 'homotopy'
µt = e
ta(x1,x2)(dx21 + dx
2
2), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
All the metris µt are loally eulidean, given that ∂
2a/∂x21 + ∂
2a/∂x22 = 0.
Obviously the dependene on t of the orresponding Laplaian
∆(t) = e−ta(x1,x2)(∂2/∂x21 + ∂
2/∂x22)
is analyti.
We want to trae the evolution of a nite number of its eigenvalues λtj
(j ∈ J- nite set) and of the orresponding eigenfuntions with t varying in
[0, 1].
By lassial result of perturbation theory (see [21, Ch. 2, Ch. 7℄) eigenval-
ues λtj of an analyti family of linear operators are analyti with respet to t
beyond nite number of exeptional points in [0, 1]. Any moment t for whih
all the eigenvalues λtj, (j ∈ J) are distint is nonexeptional. For generi
operator singularities of the funtion t 7→ λtj may our when λ
t
j beome
multiple. The eigenvetors and respetive eigenprojetions may have poles
at the exeptional points.
The piture is muh more regular for normal operators and in partiular
for Laplaians, whih are self-adjoint. In this ase the eigenvalues and eigen-
funtions are known to depend analytially on t everywhere on [0, 1] ([21,
Ch.2, Th.1.10℄). Also the dependene of the derivatives of the eigenfuntions
on t ∈ [0, 1] is analyti. Hene the determinant DetL is analyti funtion of
t. As far as it is nonvanishing for t = 0, it may vanish only at nite number
of points t ∈ [0, 1].
Take µt orresponding to all nonexeptional t ∈ [0, 1] for whih DetL is
nonvanishing. Among those there exist ts arbitrarily lose to 1 and metris
µts arbitrarily lose to µ1 for whih the eigenvalues of interest are distint
and DetL is nonvanishing. The dependene of the eigenfuntions and of their
derivatives on metri µ is then ontinuous in a neighborhood of µts . Hene
DetL is nonzero for all µ from small neighborhoods of these µts . Taking
union of these neighborhoods we get an open set whose losure ontains µ1.
Repeating the homotopy argument for eah µ1 running over the set of all
metris 35)-(36) on Rε0 we get an open dense set of metris for whih DetL
is nonvanishing.
Finally running over the (ountable family of all) oordinate subspaes
L in H2(M) and taking the intersetion of the orresponding open sets of
metris we obtain a residual set of domains for whih all the determinants
DL are nonvanishing and hene the assumption of Corollary 6.2 is veried.
Remark 10.1. The onstrution of a residual set of Riemannian metris
an be transferred (almost) without alterations to torus T
2
, for whih we
studied ontrollability of NS/Euler system in the Setion 7. The onlusion
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would be that there exists a residual set of Riemannian metris on T
2
suh
that the assumptions of the Corollary 6.2 are veried and therefore the NS
system is ontrollable in nite-dimensional projetions and L2-approximately
ontrollable on T
2
endowed with any of these metris. 
11. NS/Euler system on sphere S
2
The ontrolled vetor elds we employ in the ase of S
2
orrespond to
the eigenfuntions of the orresponding spherial Laplaian or to so alled
spherial harmonis. We start with their brief desription.
11.1. Spherial Harmonis. In this subsetion we introdue some notions
and results regarding spherial harmonis; our soure was mainly the book
[9, Ch. 10,11℄ by V.I.Arnold.
Consider sphere S
2
equipped with the Riemannian metris inherited from
R
3
and with area 2-form σ. the latter denes sympleti struture on S2.
The eigenfuntions of the spherial Laplaian are desribed by the fol-
lowing lassial result. Reall that a funtion g is homogeneous of degree s
on R
n \ 0, if g(κx) = κsg(x) for eah κ > 0. A funtion g is harmoni in
R
n \ 0 if ∆g = 0; where ∆ is the eulidean Laplaian. It is known that a
harmoni homogeneous funtion of degree s > 0 is extendable by ontinuity
(g(0) = 0) to a harmoni funtion on Rn. This harmoni funtion is smooth
and therefore it must be homogeneous polynomial of integer degree s > 0.
Theorem 11.1 ([9℄). Constants are eigenfuntions of spherial Laplaian
(of degree 0). If a (smooth) harmoni funtion dened on Rn \ 0 is homoge-
neous of degree s > 0, then its restrition onto sphere is eigenfuntion of the
spherial Laplaian ∆˜ with the eigenvalue −s(s + n − 2). Vie versa every
eigenfuntion of ∆˜ is a restrition onto Sn of a homogeneous polynomial. 
Another famous result is the Maxwell's theorem ([9℄), whih holds in R
3
.
It states that if ρ(x) = (x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3)
−1/2
is a fundamental solution of
the Laplae equation in R
3
, then any spherial harmoni a on S2 an be
represented as iterated diretional derivative of ρ:
a = l1 ◦ · · · ◦ lnρ,
where l1, . . . , ln ∈ R
3
and the set {l1, . . . , ln} is uniquely determined by a.
Our ontrolled diretions will orrespond to spherial harmonis on S2,
whih are the restritions to S
2
of homogeneous funtions on R
3
. In par-
tiular we invoke so alled zonal spherial harmonis, whih are iterated
diretional derivatives of ρ with respet to a xed diretion l.
Let a, b be smooth (not neessarily homogeneous) funtions on R3; the
Poisson braket of their restritions to S
2
an be omputed as follows:
(38) {a|S2 , b|S2}(x) = 〈x,∇xa,∇xb〉,
where 〈x, η, ζ〉 stays for "mixed produt" in R3, alulated as the determinant
of the 3×3-matrix whose olumns are x, η, ζ. From now on we omit the sign
of restrition |S2 while writing Poisson braket.
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Linear funtions (l, x) are, of ourse, spherial harmonis. We denote by
~l the Hamiltonian eld on S2 assoiated to the Hamiltonian 〈l, x〉, x ∈ S2.
Obviously,
~l generates rotation of the sphere around the axis l. Aording
to the aforesaid
~la = 〈x, l,∇a〉 is the Poisson braket of the funtions 〈l, x〉
and a restrited to S2.
The group of rotations ats (by the hange of variables) on the spae of
homogeneous harmoni polynomials of xed degree n. It is well-known that
this ation is irreduible for any n (see [9℄ for a sketh of the proof). In other
words, the following result holds.
Proposition 11.2. Given a nonzero degree n homogeneous harmoni poly-
nomial a, the spae
span{~l1 ◦ · · · ◦~lka : k ≥ 0}
oinides with the spae of all degree n homogeneous harmoni polynomials.
11.2. Poisson brakets of spherial harmonis and ontrollability.
Calulating Lie extensions aording to the formula (23) we obtain iterated
Poisson brakets of spherial harmoni polynomials, whih in general need
not to be harmoni.
The following Lemma shows that there is a way of nding some harmoni
polynomials among them.
Lemma 11.3. For eah n > 2 there exist a harmoni homogeneous poly-
nomial q of degree 2, and harmoni homogeneous polynomial p of degree
n > 2 suh that their Poisson braket is again harmoni (and homogeneous
of degree n+ 1) polynomial.
Proof. Let us take so alled quadrati zonal harmoni funtion q = ∂
2ρ
∂x23
.
Being restrited to the sphere S
2
this funtion oinides with Legendre poly-
nomial q(x3) = 3x
2
3 − 1.
Consider homogeneous harmoni polynomials of variables x1, x2. In polar
oordinates they are known to have representation rm cosmϕ or alterna-
tively as Re(x1 + ix2)
m, m = 1, 2, . . .. We pik the nth degree polynomial
p(x1, x2) = Re(x1 + ix2)
n
.
Aording to (38) the Poisson braket of q, p equals
{q, p} = 〈x,∇q,∇pn〉 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
x1 0 p
′
x1
x2 0 p
′
x2
x3 6x3 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = −6x3
∣∣∣∣∣∣
x1 0 p
′
x1
x2 0 p
′
x2
x3 1 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
By (38) the latter determinant oinides with ~e3p(x1, x2), where e3 =
(0, 0, 1) is the standard basis vetor of R3. Hene by Proposition 11.2 the
value of this determinant is a harmoni polynomial of degree n; it equals
p˜(x1, x2) = −x1p
′
x2 + x2p
′
x1 and therefore does not depend on x3.
Then {q, p} = −6x3p˜(x1, x2). Sine both −6x3 and p˜ are harmoni, we
get ∆{q, p} = 2∇(−6x3) · ∇p˜ = −12∂p˜/∂x3 = 0. 
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Theorem 11.4. Consider NS/Euler system on sphere S
2
. Let (onstant)
ontrolled vetor elds orrespond to three independent linear spherial har-
monis l1, l2, l3, one quadrati harmoni q and one ubi harmoni c. Then
this set of ontrolled vetor elds is saturating and the NS/Euler system is
ontrollable in nite-dimensional projetions and L2-approximately ontrol-
lable. 
Proof. It sues to verify the assumption of the Corollary 6.2. Without lak
of generality we may think that q = q˜ - the seond degree zonal harmoni
from the previous lemma. Indeed otherwise we may transform q into q˜ by
taking iterated Poisson brakets with the linear harmonis l1, l2, l3.
In fat taking iterated Poisson brakets of q and c respetively, with
l1, l2, l3 we obtain all quadrati and ubi harmonis. Thus we manage to
obtain all the harmonis of degrees ≤ 3.
Let us proeed by indution with respet to the degree of harmonis.
Assume that all harmonis of degrees ≤ n are already obtained by taking
iterated Poisson brakets of {l1, l2, l3, q, s}. Pik the harmoni polynomial
p onstruted in Lemma 11.3; its Poisson braket with q is homogeneous
harmoni polynomial p¯ of degree n+ 1. Taking iterated Poisson brakets of
p¯ with l1, l2, l3 we obtain all polynomials of degree n+ 1. 
Remark 11.1. Applying the argument similar to the one involved in the pe-
vious Setion one an onlude that there exists a residual set of Riemannian
metris on S
2
suh that the assumptions of the Corollary 6.2 are veried and
therefore the NS system is ontrollable in nite-dimensional projetions and
L2-approximately ontrollable on S
2
endowed with any of these metris. 
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